
Derbyshire Pub Quiz League 
 
Guidelines for Question Setters 
 

Use up-to-date reference books.  
 
Try to verify an answer from more than one source. 
 
Individual questions should be more gettable (easier) than the team questions. 
 
A ‘How many’ question should have a specific answer  
e.g.  not ‘more than –‘ or ‘none’ 
 
Ask questions with single not multiple answers. 
 
Do not ask a question with a limited number of answers.  It makes the throwback too 
obvious. 
e.g.  Which colour makes the first move in chess? 
 
Avoid questions with more than one answer  
e.g.  Which classification system is used in libraries?  (Dewey is not the only one.) 
 
Answers should be clear and unambiguous. 
 
Make clear how much of the answer is actually required – by the use of underlining 
or brackets 
e.g. President George Washington   or  (President George) Washington 
 
Try to avoid questions that are obviously lifted from lists   
e.g.  4th highest mountain in Himalayas 
 
In team questions, avoid a narrowness of subject 
e.g.  all three questions on a specific book or programme 
 
Scientific questions must not be too technical (or narrow – see above) 
e.g.  atomic physics or nuclear fission 
 
Spelling questions should be avoided in the team rounds. 
 
Although parity is not so important (because of the random picking of questions) 
questions should still be of similar standard of difficulty. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Please note that the aggregate and average scores of matches are monitored and 
the League reserves the right to cancel the arrangement with the Question Setter if 
the questions are not of suitable standard. 
 



A few paragraphs from ‘Brain Men’ by Marcus Beckman (pub. Little, 
Brown & Company) to give the Question Setter food for thought 
 
There are no real rules about setting quiz questions but you should bear certain 
things in mind.   
Accessibility: does the question fall within reasonable bounds of people’s 
knowledge?   
Comprehensibility: does it make sense?   
Variety: have there been too many questions about 1960s’ pop music for one week 
(or a lifetime)?   
Humility: are you there to help people score points, or to score points off them?  And 
perhaps most important of all,  
Gettability: is anyone going to get this right?  If not, why ask it at all? 
 
Questions which require precise numerical answers should be used sparingly and 
with care.  For instance, it’s fine to ask in which centuries the Hundred Years’ War 
was fought, as there are only a limited number of possible answers.  But it’s really not 
on to ask how many days there are in a year on the planet Pluto and expect anyone 
to get it right.  Even if you gave a point for the team who were within, say 10 per cent 
of the right answer, people would think, well, so what! 
 
Good questions bring smiles to faces or make people bang their heads against walls 
because they really should have got it.  Bad questions, by contrast, merely induce a 
dull ache of despair. 
 
Bad questions devolve into three basic types, the Dull, the Stupid and the 
Wrong: 
 
 The Dull are self-explanatory: the questions you have heard a thousand times 
before and probably still don’t know the answers to.   
 
Stupid questions usually only exist to show everyone how clever the question setter 
is.   
 
Wrong questions speak for themselves – do your research! 
 
 
 


